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Office Baroque is pleased to announce the first solo exhibition of Sophie von 
Hellermann at our midtown gallery on Ravensteinstraat 44 Rue Ravenstein. 

Primarily using painting, von Hellermann creates works from memory rather 
than photographs. Her technique involves applying washes of diluted acrylic 
paint to often large-scale unprimed canvases in wide brush-strokes. She 
portrays her subjects with a lightness, blurring public fable with romantic 
vision. In von Hellermann’s works, personal narratives and fantasies are the 
product of desire and partial perceptions, bleeding into one another within 
her diaphanous figuration characterized by ambiguous moments and abstract 
spaces. 

For her solo at Office Baroque, she took her cue from the name of the 
gallery. Baroque as the dominant artistic style of the 17th century has been 
a long term interest of von Hellermann with its exaggerated motion and clear, 
explicit detail that produced drama, tension, exuberance, and grandeur in art 
and painting. The paintings made for the exhibition are based on the theme of 
angels — the paintings can be seen as portraits of different figures made of 
light — messengers, guardians who are rising, singing, falling, fighting, 
resting and announcing within an oneiric, sfumato setting. 

Sophie von Hellermann was born in Munich in 1975 and lives and works in 
Margate, UK. Her work has been the subject of solo exhibitions at Vilma Gold, 
London; Greene Naftali, New York; Museum Dhondt- Dhaenens, Deurle; Le 
Consortium, Dijon; Neuer Aachener Kunstverein, Aachen and Chisenhale Gallery, 
London. Her work has appeared in group exhibitions at Kunsthalle Bielefeld, 
Bielefeld; Fundacion Banco Santander, Madrid; David Zwirner, New York and 
Zabludowicz Collection, London. Her work is in the collection of Los Angeles 
Country Museum of Art and The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 

The exhibition will be installed in our downtown Brussels gallery during the 
second edition of Independent Brussels. Concurrently, our downtown gallery on 
Bloemenhofplein will house a one-person exhibition by Junko Oki. 

 

For any further information please email at info@officebaroque.com                   
Please join the conversation with Office Baroque on Instagram 
(@officebaroque), Twitter (@officebaroque) and Facebook (@officebaroque) via 
the hashtags #sophievonhellermann #officebaroque 


